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Abstract. Emotions represent feelings about people in several situations. Various machine learning algorithms have 
been developed for emotion detection in a multimedia element, such as an image or a video. These techniques can be 
measured by comparing their accuracy with a given dataset in order to determine which algorithm can be selected 
among others. This paper deals with the comparison of two implementations of emotion recognition in faces, each 
implemented with specific technology. OpenCV is an open-source library of functions and packages mostly used for 
computer-vision analysis and applications. Cognitive services is a set of APIs containing artificial intelligence 
algorithms for computer-vision, speech, knowledge, and language processing. Two Android mobile applications were 
developed in order to test the performance between an OpenCV algorithm for emotion recognition and an 
implementation of Emotion cognitive service. For this research, one thousand tests were carried out per experiment. 
Our findings show that the OpenCV implementation got a better performance than the Cognitive services application. 
In both cases, performance can be improved by increasing the sample size per emotion during the training step.    
1 Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to compare the performance of 
two emotion-recognition implementations. The first 
application consists of Python code which uses OpenCV 
face-recognizer classes combined with Fisher Face 
technique. The second one is a C# application which 
makes requests to a Cognitive Services API. 500 facial 
expressions from the Cohn-Kanade (CK+) dataset were 
examined by each program for evaluation purposes. 
Facial emotion recognition seeks to predict the real 
feeling that a person expresses based on facial images, 
with a wide range of possible applications, such as 
improving student engagement [1], building smart health 
environments [2], analyzing customers’ feedback [3] and 
evaluating the quality of children’s games [4], just to 
name a few. 
Deep learning is a recent, revolutionary technique in 
machine learning which pursues the objective of bringing 
artificial intelligence to solve practical applications across 
different, diverse fields, such as recommender systems 
[5], plasma tomography reconstruction [6], facial age 
estimation [7], and neuroimaging [8], among others. 
Recognizing faces within images and videos has been one 
of the challenges that deep learning has tested 
thoroughly, with significant performance and 
improvement. This progress has been achieved thanks to 
development of Convolutional Neural Networks and the 
availability of huge training datasets [9]. 
As a consequence, detecting the emotion expressed by 
a person is the next step into facial analysis. Recent 
research [10] has proven that emotion detection can be 
achieved by the usage of machine learning and artificial 
intelligence algorithms. While it is not an easy task, 
several open-source libraries and packages, such as 
OpenCV, TensorFlow, Theano, Caffe and CNTK 
(Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit) simplify the process of 
building deep-learning-based algorithms and 
applications. Emotions such as anger, disgust, happiness, 
surprise, and neutrality can be detected. 
This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, 
a theoretical background on emotion recognition, 
OpenCV, Fisherfaces algorithm, Cognitive Services, and 
the extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database is presented. 
Afterwards, the methods and methodology that was used 
for this comparison are described. Then, evaluation 
results, comparison and discussion are presented together. 
Finally, conclusions are shown at the end of the paper. 
2 Background Information  
Emotions are strong feelings about people’s situations 
and relationships with others. Most of the time, humans 
show how they feel by using facial expressions. Speech, 
gestures, and actions are also used to describe a person’s 
current state. 
Emotion recognition can be defined as the process of 
detecting the feeling expressed by humans from their 
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facial expressions, such as anger, happiness, sadness, 
deceitfulness, and others. Even though a person can 
automatically identify facial emotions, machine learning 
algorithms have been developed for this purpose. 
Emotions play a key role in decision-making and human-
behaviour, as many actions are determined by how a 
person feels at some point.
Typically, these algorithms use either a picture or a 
video (which can be considered as a set of images) as 
input, then they proceed to detect and focus their 
attention on a face and finally, specific points and regions 
of the face are analysed in order to detect the affective 
state.
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, methods and 
techniques can be applied to detect emotions from a 
picture or video. For instance, a deep learning neural 
network can perform effective human activity recognition 
with the aid of smartphone sensors [11]. Moreover, a 
classification of facial expressions based on Support 
Vector Machines was developed for spontaneous 
behavior analysis.
2.1 OpenCV and Fisherfaces
OpenCV [12] is a free, yet powerful, open-source library 
developed by Intel Corporation which has been widely 
used in computer vision and machine learning tasks, such 
as image processing, real-time image recognition, and 
face detection. With more than 2500 optimized 
algorithms included, this library has been extensively 
used for research and commercial applications from both 
global and small entrepreneurs. OpenCV contains an 
optimized set of libraries written in C language, with 
bindings to other languages and technologies, including 
Python, Android, iOS, and CUDA (for GPU fast 
processing), and wrappers in other languages, such as C#, 
Perl, Haskell, and others. Moreover, it works under 
Windows and Linux.
Among its capabilities, OpenCV contains a 
FaceRecognizer class which, as the name suggests, is 
helpful for face recognition tasks. There are three 
algorithms available for this purpose: Eigenfaces, 
Fisherfaces, and Local Binary Patterns Histograms. 
While the first technique considers a linear combination 
of facial features in order to maximize total variance in 
data, thus representing data in a powerful, but classless, 
way, Fisherfaces takes a Linear Discriminant Analysis 
approach in which class-specific dimensionality 
reduction is performed so the combination of features that 
separate the best classes is taken into account. If there 
exists any external source, such as light, which affects the 
representation of the image, the Eigenfaces technique is 
not able to accurately classify the faces. Fisherfaces, on 
its side, is not affected by this factor.
The algorithm goes as follows: First, let V = {V1, V2,
…, Vc}, Vi = {v1, v2, …, vN} be a random vector with 
samples obtained from c classes. Then, the total mean, ,
and the mean of class i, i where i  {1, 2, …, c} are 
computed as described in equations (1) and (2). These 
values are used in equations (3) and (4) in order to 
calculate the Scatter matrices, SB and SW. 
                                  (1)
                                    (2) 
                (3) 
  (4) 
A projection W maximizes the class separability 
criterion by following equation (5):
                       (5) 
The General Eigenvalue Problem solves this 
optimization task (6):
                                
                               (6) 
The rank of the scatter matrix, Sw, is at most (N
samples – c classes). In problems such as pattern 
recognition tasks, the number of samples is smaller than 
the dimension of the data input. Thus, SW becomes 
singular and can be solved using a linear discriminant 
analysis. At the end, the optimization problem is 
rewritten to equations (7) and (8) 
                      (7) 
               (8) 
And the transformation matrix W, projecting a sample 
into the (c – 1) dimensional space is given by equation 
(9):
                             (9) 
2.2 Cognitive Services
Cognitive Services [13] are a set of machine learning 
algorithms developed by Microsoft which are able to 
solve artificial intelligence problems in several fields, 
such as computer vision, speech recognition, natural 
language processing, machine learning search, and 
recommendation systems, among others. These 
algorithms can be consumed through Representational 
State Transfer (REST) calls over an Internet connection, 
allowing developers to use artificial intelligence research 
to solve problems. These services are open-source and 
can be consumed by many languages, including C#, PHP, 
Java, Python, and implemented in desktop, mobile, 
console, and web applications.
The Computer Vision API of Cognitive Services 
provides access to machine learning algorithms capable 
of image processing tasks. Either an image stream is 
uploaded or an image URL is specified to the service so 
the content can be analyzed for label tagging, image 
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categorization, face detection, color extraction, text 
detection, and emotion recognition. Video is also 
supported as input. The Emotion API analyses the 
sentiment of a person in an image or video and returns 
the confidence level for eight emotions mostly 
understood by a facial expression, including anger, 
contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, neutrality, sadness and 
surprise.
2.3 The Extended Cohn-Kanade database
The Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded Facial Expression 
Database [14, 15] is a well-known repository of face 
images used for research purposes into the facial 
recognition field, with an increased interest in emotion 
detection research. An Extended version 2 of the 
database, also known as CK+, was developed in order to 
address some limitations of version 1, such as non-
validation of emotion labels, the absence of a common 
performance metric against which to evaluate the latest 
algorithms and standard protocols for typical databases 
and quantitative meta-analysis. It contains the facial 
expressions of 210 adults between 18 and 50 years of 
age, from which 31% were male, 81% Euro-Americans, 
13% Afro-Americans, and 6% from other groups. For 
each participant, 23 facial displays were performed. 593 
sequences were labelled with a basic emotion from a pool 
of seven categories: anger, contempt, disgust, fear, 
happiness, sadness, and surprise.
3 Methods and Methodology
The objective of this experiment is to compare the 
performance of 2 emotion-recognition implementations. 
The first one (Experiment A) is a Python-based 
application which makes use of the OpenCV machine 
learning algorithms for facial and emotion detection. The 
second one (Experiment B) is a C#  software application
which makes requests to a Cognitive Services API for 
emotion detection. In both cases, the Extended Cohn-
Kanade dataset of images was used as input for the 
analysis. Both applications were developed by the authors 
for this experiment.   
For Experiment A, we considered 327 sequences 
which actually show a relevant sequence of emotion, 
from a neutral feeling to the emotion itself. First step is 
then to obtain both the neutral and emotional images. 
From this subset, OpenCV library is used to detect the 
face on each picture by using a custom Haar-filter. 
Effective object detection is possible thanks to the Haar 
feature-based cascade classifiers proposed in [16], a 
machine learning based approach which takes advantage 
of cascade functions training from both positive and 
negative images. OpenCV already provides several Haar-
filter functions; however, a cascade function of boosted 
classifiers was used for this experiment in order to detect 
the faces in the pictures. Thereafter, all images were
standardized by converting them to grayscale and resized 
to the same dimensions. Table 1 presents how half of the 
subset, i.e., 327 images, were distributed among the 
different labelled emotions. The other half corresponds to 
327 emotionless faces, i.e., showing neutrality. Then, we 
proceeded to randomly split the subset in two new sets: 
training set and prediction set. For training, we 
considered 523 images, which corresponds to 80% of the 
pictures. The remaining 20% was considered for the 
prediction set. For better evaluation purposes, 10 random 
training and classification sets were generated. The 
training process consists of getting the characteristics of 
each face along with the labelled emotion, i.e. the 
expression shown by the person. This data is used to 
create and train a Fisherface classifier. Then, evaluation 
of the classifier proceeds by comparing the outcome of its 
predict function of each face with the actual labelled 
emotion.  
Table 1. Sample size of each labelled emotion 
Labelled 
Emotion








Experiment B starts with the 654 images extracted 
with the Python code from Experiment A. 10 random 
groups consisting each of 20% of the collection were 
generated in order to evaluate samples of the same size as 
in Experiment A. For each experiment, every face was 
submitted to the Cognitive Services API for its 
evaluation, as its training has already been developed by 
Microsoft. A C# application was developed for running 
this experiment. The service returns a JSON content 
which contains the score for each emotion. Only the 
highest score, considered as the predicted facial 
expression detected by the service, was compared with 
the actual labelled emotion for evaluation purposes. Fig. 
1 shows the application developed in C# for this 
experiment. It takes a previously provided picture, then 
finds a face on it and finally submits a request in order to 
detect the emotions expressed by the person in the photo. 
The analysis is performed by the Emotion Cognitive 
Service.
5 Results and Discussion
After running each of the 10 tests from Experiment A, the 
results which are presented in Table 2 were obtained. An 
average of 75.87% correct predictions was calculated as 
an outcome. On the other side, Table 3 illustrates the 
results of each test in Experiment B. As a result, a 
68.93% average of efficiency was obtained after running 
10 tests of this implementation.
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The findings of the experiments show that the Python-
based implementation with OpenCV using Fisherfaces 
proved to be more accurate than the Cognitive Services 
implementation in C# by approximately a 7% difference.
For experiment A, several of the mistakes occurred when 
trying to predict emotions with low occurrences in the 
dataset, such as fear and contempt mistakenly classified 
as neutral expressions. Moreover, there were a few errors 
when trying to predict a neutral face, most of the time 
identified as a sad face. Regarding experiment B, neutral 
images were wrongly identified as either contempt or 
sadness emotions; however, by looking closely to the 
scores obtained by the Cognitive Services, a minimum 
difference between the wrong prediction and the actual 
emotion was detected. Thus, in most cases, the second 
best prediction was correct. However, for evaluation 
purposes, this was considered as an error.
Fig. 1. Analysis of emotions detected on a picture by the 
Emotion Cognitive Service.
Table 2. Evaluation results of experiment A
Test 
Number
Correct (%) Incorrect (%)
1 103 (78.62%) 28 (21.37%)
2 100 (76.33%) 31 (23.66%)
3 98 (74.80%) 33 (25.19%)
4 104 (79.38%) 27 (20.61%)
5 96 (73.28%) 35 (26.71%)
6 95 (75.25%) 36 (27.48%)
7 99 (75.57%) 32 (24.42%)
8 100 (76.33%) 31 (23.66%)
9 97 (74.04%) 34 (25.95%)
10 102 (77.86%) 29 (22.13%)
Table 3. Evaluation results of experiment B
Test 
Number
Correct (%) Incorrect (%)
1 89 (67.93%) 42 (32.06%)
2 95 (72.51%) 36 (27.48%)
3 86 (65.64%) 45 (34.35%)
4 91 (69.46%) 40 (30.53%)
5 88 (67.17%) 43 (32.82%)
6 90 (68.70%) 41 (31.29%)
7 95 (72.51%) 36 (27.48%)
8 93 (70.99%) 38 (29.00%)
9 84 (64.12%) 47 (35.87%)
10 92 (70.22%) 39 (29.77%)
5 Conclusion
The objective of this experiment was to compare the 
performance of two different implementations of 
emotion-recognition applications by using OpenCV and 
Python with a Fisherface technique in the first case, while 
considering a C#-based solution which makes requests to 
a Cognitive Services API for Emotion detection for the 
second solution. While the first implementation got the 
best results, the performance could be improved either by 
increasing the sample size of those emotions with few 
faces, so the training phase gets benefited, or by 
removing them from the subset, as not enough cases were 
collected.  
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